NEW CITROËN C3 AIRCROSS
COMPACT SUV ACCESSORIES
Choosing CITROËN accessories means choosing quality, safety and style. Specially designed for your NEW CITROËN C3 AIRCROSS COMPACT SUV, these accessories are fine-tuned to the most intricate stylistic and technological features of your car, and ensure you receive a high level of quality and performance. You can rely on CITROËN to customise your NEW C3 AIRCROSS based on your needs and desires.

CHOOSE QUALITY

Choosing CITROËN accessories means choosing quality, safety and style. Specially designed for your NEW CITROËN C3 AIRCROSS COMPACT SUV, these accessories are fine-tuned to the most intricate stylistic and technological features of your car, and ensure you receive a high level of quality and performance. You can rely on CITROËN to customise your NEW C3 AIRCROSS based on your needs and desires.
CUSTOMISABLE STYLE

You are unique, and so is your NEW CITROËN C3 AIRCROSS COMPACT SUV. Use CITROËN accessories and equipment to design a vehicle that suits your image.

#EndlessPossibilities

1 - Gear lever knob, leather and aluminium
2 - Aluminium pedal kit
3 - Set of 4 white wheel covers / silver edging / white edging
4 - Set of 4 16” aluminium Matrix light alloy wheels
5 - Set of 4 17” aluminium 4 Ever light alloy wheels
Why not fit your car with sunshades for the added comfort of your passengers? Designed to fit the shape of your windows, they prevent glare and keep the interior temperature down.
AIR FRESHENER

Built into the ventilation system of your car, our relaxing fragrances will make your journeys even more pleasant. Choose from our extensive range of fragrances.
SAFETY IS KEY

Your safety counts more than anything else. Designed to give you confidence and peace of mind, CITROËN equipment offers you and your passengers better protection on all your journeys.

SAFETY

1 - Locking wheel bolts for light alloy wheels
2 - Extinguisher
3 - Anti-theft alarm

ANTI-THEFT ALARM

For added security, CITROËN is offering an anti-theft alarm with key-controlled activation. You can rest easy knowing that your NEW CITROËN C3 AIRCROSS is fully protected.
4 - Front and rear parking assistance sensors
5 - Dog separation net
6 - Range of traditional snow chains
7 - Range of front snow chains
8 - Range of anti-skid envelopes
9 - Emergency triangle kit and high-visibility vest
10 - First-aid kit
Powerful, original and boasting an innovative design, your C3 AIRCROSS is nothing short of a head-turner. Interior and exterior CITROËN protective equipment will let you keep it as flawless as it was on the day you bought it.

1 - Set of front mudflaps
2 - Set of rear mudflaps
3 - Protective Cover for Indoor Parking
An effective barrier against daily wear and tear, CITROËN floor mats are designed to be a perfect fit for the specific floor size of your vehicle. They are easy to use, hard-wearing and long-lasting – but also look the part.
We know that your needs may change over time, which is why your C3 AIRCROSS can be adapted with ease. Our wide range of functional accessories will help you transport any kind of luggage and equipment.

BICYCLE CARRIER

Safely transporting your bike without having to take it apart – that’s the dream for many cyclists. With its stylish bike carriers, fitted with an anti-theft device and designed for easy installation, CITROËN will save you time and allow you to travel with ease.

1 - Bicycle carrier on towbar [1]
2 - Removable ball coupling (no tools required)
3 - Boot tray
4 - Boot mat
5 - High load net

ROOF BARS

Easy to use, CITROËN roof bars are designed for the transportation of your roof boxes, bicycle carriers, ski carriers and more.

ROOF BOXES

Suitcases, bags, objects of all kinds – roof boxes give you the freedom to take anything and everything with you on your trips. Easy to handle, attach and remove, they are sure to delight anyone who loves to travel. Go wherever you choose in the best possible conditions.

OPTIONS

TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS

7 - Bicycle carrier, aluminium, on roof bars (quick mount)
8 - Ski carrier on roof bars (1)
9 - Short roof box (soft, 280 litres)
10 - Roof bars on longitudinal roof rails
11 - Medium-length roof box (420 litres)

MULTIMEDIA
EXPERIENCE

Your C3 AIRCROSS lets you stay connected and our full range of multimedia accessories is sure to make your journeys even smoother.

DID YOU SAY MOBILE?
Stay connected without compromising your safety thanks to the CITROËN range of mobile phone accessories. Hands-free kits, telephone holders and chargers make using your smartphone in your vehicle easy. Once you’ve tried it, you won’t be able to go without!*

1 - Tetrax Smart® universal magnetic holder with clip
2 - Universal mobile phone charger
3 - Universal smartphone holder
4 - LED reading light

*Driving with a hand-held phone is strictly forbidden by the Highway Code and will be punished by 3 penalty points and a fine.
### ACCESSORIES LIST

#### Style

- Central wheel cover with Citroën logo for Exit car in grey
- Central wheel cover with Citroën logo for Exit car in silver
- Central wheel cover with Citroën logo for Exit car in black
- Central wheel cover with Citroën logo for Exit car in black

#### Comfort

- Dog guard
- Set of lateral sunshades
- Rear window sunshade
- Refrigerator (16 litres)
- Front seat protector
- Rear seat protector

#### Safety

- Anti-theft device on gear lever / handbrake
- Central armrest
- Rear seat protector
- Dog guard

**PROTECTION**

- Set of transparent strips for front and rear bumpers
- Set of front mudflaps
- Set of rear mudflaps
- Set of front and rear mud flaps 1/3:2/3 sliding
- Set of front and rear mud flaps 1/3:2/3 fixed
- Set of 4 wheel carpet mats
- Set of rubber car mats
- Protective cover for indoor parking

**Transport Solutions**

- Bicycle carrier on towbar, quick mount (2 bicycles)
- Licence plate holder with 13-pin connector

**MultiMedia**

- USB extension cable
- USB power cable, length 60 cm
- 2-in-1 USB 3.0 lightning micro USB cable, length 1 m
- USB 3.0 cable, length 1 m
- Universal mobile phone charger
- Universal smartphone holder
- Non-slip holder with Citroën logo

*Original CITROËN accessory. 
*Not published in this brochure.
*Discover the complete range at your nearest point of sale. 
*Discover the Citroën range of accessories at www.citroen.co.uk

---
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**Transport Solutions**

- Bicycle carrier on towbar, quick mount (2 bicycles) $96.15
- Licence plate holder with 13-pin connector $94.16

**MultiMedia**

- USB extension cable $16.18
- USB power cable, length 60 cm
- 2-in-1 USB 3.0 lightning micro USB cable, length 1 m
- USB 3.0 cable, length 1 m
- Universal mobile phone charger
- Universal smartphone holder
- Non-slip holder with Citroën logo

*Original CITROËN accessory. 
*Not published in this brochure.
*Discover the complete range at your nearest point of sale. 
*Discover the Citroën range of accessories at www.citroen.co.uk
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Discover the Citroën range of accessories visit www.citroen.co.uk
1. Learn more
2. book your test drive
3. Apply for finance online

www.charterscitroen.com